Let znk = eu"k, 0 < tn0 < ■ ■ ■ < t"" < 2n, f a function in the disc algebra A , and ßn = max{|f"fc -2kn/{n + 1)|: 0 < k < n} . Denote by L"{f; •) the polynomial of degree n that agrees with / at {znk: k = 0, ... , n} . In this paper, we prove that for every p, 0 < p < oo , there exists a Sp > 0, such that \\Ln{f; •) -f\\p = 0(o)(f; ¿)) whenever p" < Sp/{n + 1). It must be emphasized that Sp necessarily depends on p, in the sense that there exists a family {znk: k = 0, ... , «} with ß" = ô2/(n + 1) and such that \\L"{f; •) -f\\2 = 0{ca{f; 1)) for all / € A , but sup{||L"(/; -) 11^7 : / G A , \\f\\oc = 1} diverges for sufficiently large values of p . In establishing our estimates, we also derive a Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type inequality for {znk} .
Introduction
Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane with closure D and boundary T. Also, let znk = e"nk, 0 < t"o < ■ ■ ■ < tnn < 2n, and for a function f defined on T, let L"{f; •) be the Lagrange polynomial of degree zz that interpolates / at {znk: k = 0, ... , n} . If f is analytic on D, then the following result is well known (cf. [17, Chapter 7] ).
Theorem A. For any f analytic on D, a necessary and sufficient condition for ||F"(/;.)-/lloo-0 is that the family {znk: k = 0, ... , n} is uniformly distributed on T.
Here and throughout, we use the usual notation:
. î f11 \fieie)\" de\ for0</z<oc, sup \f(z)\ for p = oo. I 1*1-1
In this paper, we consider Lagrange interpolation of functions in the disc algebra A ; that is, functions which are analytic in D and continuous on D. It is well known, however, that the above result does not hold for / £ A in general (cf. [6, 16] ). In fact, Vertesi [16] proved in 1982 that for any family {znk: k = 0, ... , n} , there exists an fo £ A such that lim sup \Ln{f0; -)l = oo n->oo almost everywhere on T. For this reason, we must consider convergence in Lp = LP{T), 0 < p < oo. In this direction, probably the earliest result is due to Lozinski [10] in 1941, as follows. Related results on interpolation at the roots of unity have also been obtained by Walsh and Sharma [18] , Sharma and Vértesi [13] , Saff and Walsh [12] , and Shen [14] , and at Fejér points on a Jordan curve by Curtiss [4] , Al'per and Kalinogorskaja [1] , Shen and Zhong [15] , and Chui and Shen [2] . In this paper, we consider sample points znk which are not necessarily the (zz + l)th roots of unity.
In order to give a sharp estimate of the order of convergence, we first establish the following Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund type inequality which is of independent interest. To facilitate our presentation, we need the following notation:
n" = the class of polynomials of degree at most n and 2kn 1.1) pn = max 0<k<n ink -n + 1 Theorem 1. For any p, 1 < p < oo, there exist positive constants Sp and Cp such that whenever
for all P" £ n", where znk = <?""* As usual, E"(f) will denote the error of uniform approximation of / on T from nn, namely:
En{f)= inf \\f-q\U qen"
The main theorem in this paper is the following.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Theorem 2. For any p, 0 < p < oo, there exist positive constants dp and C'p , such that whenever (1.2) is satisfied, then \\Ln{f;.)-f\\p<C'pEn{f) for any f £ A.
We remark that for 1 < p < oo, the Sp in the above two theorems are the same, and for 0 < p < 1, we may choose ôp = ôp* for any p' > 1. As a simple consequence of the above theorem, we have the following result. Corollary 1. Under the hypotheses stated in Theorem 2, 1 \\Ln(f;-)-f\\p<Cp,rn-'a>(fU;-) for any f £ A with f{e") £ C[0, 2%\, where co{g ; t) is the uniform modulus of continuity of g and CPyr is an absolute constant, depending only on p and r.
We remark that in condition (1.2) the constant öp must necessarily depend on p. In §4, we will construct a family {znk: k = 0, ... , «} with pn < ô/{n + 1), where 6 > 0, for which \\Ln(f;.)-fh<C2E"(f) for all f £ A, but sup{||L"(/;-)||P:
/ eA,\\f\\oc = l} -oo. We also remark that a necessary condition for \\Ln{f; •) -f\\p -» 0, where f £ A and 0 < p < oo, is that the family {znk: k = 0, ... , n} is uniformly distributed on T. This will be proved in §5. (Recall from Theorem A that this is also a necessary condition for \\Ln(f; •) -/H«, -* 0.)
Preliminary results
We first derive a result in harmonic analysis which is perhaps of independent interest. Let cp £ LX{T). Recall that tp £ BMO with norm \\cp\\» if The following result on the BMO norm can be found in [9] .
Theorem D. There exists an absolute constant C* such that for any g{e'e) £ BMO with g{z) analytic in \z\ > 1 and bounded at oo, ||^'e)|U<ainf{|U-/z||0O: he H00}.
For any ô > 0 and 1 < p < oc, a nonnegative function w defined on T is called an ^-weight relative to ô if p-\ <ô.
(2.1) suplir jit//(e'V0) (^jiw{eie))-^de
For ^-weights, the following result is due to Muckenhoupt [11] .
Theorem E. Let 1 < p < oo and w{e'e) be an Ap-weight relative to some S > 0. Then for any g £ LP{T), its Cauchy transform
Jo Jo where Ch is an absolute constant depending only on 5 and p .
Of course, {Hg){e'e) in inequality (2.3) is the almost everywhere radial limit of {Hg){re'e).
We have the following result. 
where z"¿ = e""'1 . Our key lemma for establishing Theorem 1 is the following.
Lemma 2. Let 1 < p < oo azzii //" be defined as in (1.1). Then there exists a positive constant ôp such that whenever p" < Sp/{n + 1), \con{e'e)\p is an Ap-weight relative to 2P+X. Proof. We introduce three more polynomials:
Clearly, lni^fjj is in BMO on F, analytic in |z| > 1, and bounded at oo, so that it follows from Theorem D that In (2.8)
Wn(eie) = C* max e = C* max Note that for |C| < f , we have |ln(l + 01 < 2|C|, so that by using Ç = I"{8) and estimate (2.10), the result in (2.8) yields lnS^y)| <^n+l),n±w±W2<lZC.{n+l)pn. where CpS is an absolute constant depending only on p and ô.
We remark that the above theorem holds for any finite sequence, provided that ô is independent of the length of this sequence. In order to apply the above theorem, we need the following. is monotonically increasing for x > 0, we have for 0 < tn¡ -tnk < n or -n < tnj -tnk<Q,by applying (2.15):
Consequently, in view of the fact that each term is less than 1, we may conclude from (2.14) that 
Proof of the theorems
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1. For any polynomial P" £ n", we use the notation (3.8) j n\P;{ew)\pd8<(l + cl)P j^\g{e'e)\pd8.
Finally, by applying (3.3) and (3.8), we arrive at (3.6) with C < 2(1 + C¡)p. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. D
To prove Theorem 2, we first remark that the case 0 < p < 1 can be reduced to the case 1 < p < oo by a simple application of Holder's inequality (cf. [15] ). Hence, we now assume that 1 < p < oo and that ( 1.2) is satisfied. Let f £ A and Pn be its best uniform approximant from nn ; that is, P" £ n" and (3.9) \\?n-f Woo =En(f).
Since L"{P" ; •) = Pn , we have (3.10) \\Ln{f; ■) -f\\p < \\Pn -f\\p + \\Ln{f -Pn ; .)||P.
Also, since Ln{f-Pn ; znk) = f{znk)-P"{znk), it follows from Theorem 1 that
WLnif -Pn ; Oil? <-^jE \fiZnk) ~ Pn(znkW '-k=0 Hence, an application of (3.9) and (3. for some absolute constant c%. Hence, using the fact that ||/"||oo = 1, we arrive at (4.2) for p> ¿.
Final remarks
I. An assumption such as (1.2) on the distribution of {znk: k = 0, ... , «} on T is necessary for \\Ln(f; •) -f\\p -» 0 for all f £ A . We already know from Theorem A that for p = 00, this family must necessarily be uniformly distributed on T. In the following, we will show that the uniform distribution of {znk: k = 0, ... , «} on T is also necessary for \\Ln(f; II. Recall that two of the main tools in establishing Theorem 1, and hence Theorem 2, are the Hp-interpolation result stated in Theorem F and the integral representation formula in equality (3.7). These two results, however, can be generalized to multiple nodes znk . In addition, if each znk, k = 0, ... , n , has the same multiplicity, then Lemma 2 also applies, since \con{e'e)\a is always an ^-weight for any a > 0. Hence, for any nonnegative integer q , by setting N = {q + l){n + I) -I, a simple modification of our proof of Theorem 1 yields the inequality -1 [2n \pN{e,e)\p de < -% y y |/>^)(z;f)|P 27r70 ' NK n -n+lf^j-^ {n + l)JP for all Pn £ tin provided that (1.2) is satisfied, where 1 < p < oo. Of course, a different value of Sp is required. Consequently, Theorem 2 can be easily extended to Hermite or Hermite-Fejér interpolation with the same estimates. In [20] , this result was established for the roots of unities using another method. Of course, the analogous problems for nodes znk with different multiplicities still remain open.
III. A seemingly very difficult problem is to determine the largest 6P in the condition (1.2) for the validity of Theorems 1 and 2.
IV. A more interesting problem is to find a necessary and sufficient condition on the distribution of {znk: k = 0, ... , n} so that ||F"(/; 0 -f\\p -+ 0 for all f £ A, where 0 < p < oo. Recall that (1.2) is a sufficient condition and the uniform distribution on F is a necessary condition. We remark that an example can be constructed to show that the uniform distribution of {znk: k = 0, ... , n} on T is not sufficient for Lp convergence, 0 < p < oo .
